
ID: greatpigsbymegapays
Columns x Rows: Megaways, 6 reels
RTP: 96.19% 
Payout Mechanic: Megaways (up to 117,649 ways)
Volatility:       out of
Max Win Per Way: 3 x bet
Max Coinciding Win: 20,000 x bet

Max Win (Simulated): 20,000 x bet
Default Free Spin Cost: €0.20  
(same as min bet)
Hit Frequency: 27.42%
Average Win Free Spins: 55.9 x bet 
Min Bet: €0.20
Max Bet: €50

THE GREAT PIGSBY MAKES A TRIUMPHANT RETURN WITH MEGAPAYS!

This time, everything is Mega and in no small measure - Megaways & Megapays, offering 
117,649 winning ways, with 1 Global and 3 Local Jackpot offerings! 

There’s the chance to land the free spins feature or as the exploding piggy bank feature, 
awarding ten free spins, the Wild Re-Spins and the Great Pigsby Re-Spins feature!” It sounds 
like you can land the Free spins feature in some additional way and is a bit confusing. Prefer a 
formulation perhaps similar to this instead: “Any landed Wild symbol gives a chance to explode 
the Piggy Bank which will award either 10 Free Spins, Great Pigsby Re-spin or Wild Re-spin.

During the Megapays Jackpot feature, you aim to climb the Megapays ladder to reach the top 
- claiming the Mega pot with its uncapped potential!

Come and join in the fun!

Please Note: All stats except RTP exclude any jackpot wins. Jackpot RTP is 9.44% and regular 
game RTP is 86.75%.



PIG WIN 
(bet multiplier 15+) 

1 in 89

EPIC WIN  
(bet multiplier 60+) 

1 in 503

MEGA WIN  
(bet multiplier 30+) 

1 in 194

WIN PROBABILITIES

FEATURES

THE PIGGY BANK

Any Wild symbols landing on the reels will expand to cover 
the entire reel and be collected in the piggy bank above the 
reel area. Each collected Wild gives a chance to trigger Free 
Spins, Great Pigsby ReSpin or Wild Re-spin. The state of the 
piggy bank does not affect feature trigger probabilities.

FREE SPINS 

10 spins are awarded.

Whenever a scatter symbol lands, 2 additional spins are 
awarded, and one of the royals (A, K, Q, J, 10) is deactivated 
on the reels. In all the coming spins, all instances of that 
symbol are replaced by a high or mid value symbol.

The lowest paying royal symbol is deactivated first, followed 
by the second lowest and so on. When all royals have been 
deactivated, any new scatter appearing will still reward 2 
additional spins.

The different deactivated royal symbol types can be 
replaced by different or the same high/mid value symbol.

 
WILD RESPIN

In Wild Re-spin, the player is awarded a re-spin where 2-5 
reels are turned wild before the reels have stopped. The 
multiplier value on the Wild reels shows how many wild 
symbols the wild reel represents.



GREAT PIGSBY RESPIN

In the Great Pigsby re-spin, a number 
of Pigsby symbols (the highest value 
symbol) are placed as overlay symbols 
on the reel area before any reels stop.

MEGAPAYS 

Overview

There are four Megapays Jackpots: MINI, MIDI, 
MAJOR and MEGA. All four Megapays Jackpots 
are progressive, which means that every time a 
bet is made a portion of the bet is added to each 
Jackpot.

Any one of the Megapays Jackpots can be 
won during a Megapays Feature. A Megapays 
Feature can be triggered from any bet. Higher 
stakes increase the chances of triggering. 
Triggering the Megapays Feature fully lights up 
the MEGAPAYS logo.

The Feature

At the start of the Megapays Feature either the 
Ace, King, Queen, Jack, Ten or Nine symbol will 
be revealed as the Megapays Symbol.

A special spin then occurs. If one or more 
instances of the Megapays Symbol appear then 
all other symbols are removed, each instance 
of the Megapays Symbol drops and locks into 
place, and a respin occurs. Respins continue 
until no additional instances of the Megapays 
Symbol appear, or until the MEGA Jackpot is 
won, whichever occurs first.

The Megapays Ladder keeps track of how 
many instances of the Megapays Symbol have 
occurred. The total number of instances of the 
Megapays Symbol in the final result determines 
which Jackpot, if any, is awarded:

• 4 to 7 instances = MINI Jackpot 
• 8 to 11 instances = MIDI Jackpot 
• 2 to 14 instances = MAJOR Jackpot 
• 15 or more instances = MEGA Jackpot

No other wins or pays occur during  
the Megapays Feature.

FEATURES



Matching symbols in 
any position across 
three or more adjacent 
reels, starting from 
the leftmost reel, 
constitutes a pay  
way win.

HIGH MEDIUM

LOW

WILD

SYMBOLS

LANGUAGES

APPROVED JURISDICTIONS

Denmark Great Britain Latvia Romania

Estonia Isle of Man Malta Sweden

Bahasa Indonesia Dutch Hungarian Polish Thai

Bahasa Melayu English Italian Portuguese Turkish

Chinese (Simplified) Estonian Japanese Romanian Vietnamese

Chinese (Traditional) Finnish Korean Russian

Croatian French Khmer Slovak

Czech German Lithuanian Spanish

Danish Greek Norwegian Swedish

PAYOUT MECHANICS


